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8. Invariant measures 
In the present section, we shall apply the method of section 4 to the 
following situation; some of the following results were already announced 
in [22J. 
Let X be a given compact Hausdorff space, and take F as the linear 
space of all real-valued bounded and Borel measurable functions on X. 
Since X is compact, the collection SF (defined in section 4) is precisely 
the set of all bounded upper semi-continuous functions on X. 
Further, F+ will be taken as the convex cone in F generated by the 
standard cone Fo+={t E F: I:>O} together with an arbitrary but fixed 
class of upper semi-continuous functions 1 E F. One easily verifies that 
then the pair F, F+ satisfies all the conditions of the Theorems 4.1-4.3, 
except perhaps the condition 
(8.1) - 10 ¢= F+. 
Let T be a given continuous mapping of X into itself. The transform 
TI of 1 E F is defined by (TI)(x) = I(Tx). By O(X) we shall denote the class 
of all real-valued continuous functions on X; note that TI E O(X) when-
ever 1 E O(X). 
We shall be interested in the collection I of all regular probability 
measures fl on X which are invariant with respect to the transformation 
T in the sense that 
fl(Tf) = flU) for all 1 E F, 
equivalently, 
(8.2) fl(Tf) = flU) for all 1 E O(X). 
After all, by Fatou, the set of all 1 E F satisfying fl(Tf) = flU) is a linear 
space invariant under the operation of taking the limit of an increasing 
net of lower semi-continuous functions I:> 0, or an increasing sequence 
of Borel measurable functions I:> o. 
1) Supported in part by the National Science Foundation, GP-2499. 
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As would be natural in studying l, we shall take F+ as the convex cone 
in F generated by Fo+ together with all the (continuous) functions of 
the form h-Th with hE C(X). That is, 
(8.3) F+= {g E F: g>h-Th for some hE C(X)}. 
With this choice of F+, the collection..L+ of section 4 (of regular probability 
measures on X which are nonnegative on F+) is identical to the above 
collection l. 
By Theorem 4.1, in proving that 1 is non-empty, it suffices to verify 
condition (8.1); (for a different proof, see [19] p. 104). Suppose -/0 E F+; 
then there would exist an h EC(X) with -l>h(x)-h(Tx) for all x EX, 
implying that h would be unbounded. 
Applying Theorem 4.2, one obtains for 
(8.4) f-tmax(f) = sup {f-t(f) : f-t E I}, IE F, 
the following explicit formula. 
Theorem 8.1. If IE F is upper semi-continuous then 
(8.5) f-tmax(f) = q(f), 
and, moreover, the supremum in (8.4) is even assumed. Further, for any 
IE F, one has 
f-tmax(f) = sup {q(g): g E F, g<l, g is u.s.c.}. 
Here, see (2.8) and (8.3), the quantity q ( .) is defined by 
(8.6) l q(f)=inf {{J: {J-I E F+} 
= inf sup (f(x)+h(x)-h(Tx)). 
hEC(X) "'EX 
In applying Theorem 4.3, consider a collection 
of real-valued and continuous functions on X; we shall assume that 
° E Do, fo(x) -- 1. Let further {!?i, i E Do} be a given real-valued function 
on the index set Do with !?o = 1 and consider the subset 
l* = {f-tEl: f-t(fi)=!?i for all i E Do} 
of l. Let us further introduce, for each f E F, the quantity 
q*(f)=inf { ! IXi!?i: f+h-Th< ! IXt/t}. 
iEDO iEDo 
Here, the IXi denote arbitrary real numbers, all but finitely many equal 
to 0, such that there exists an hE C(X) satisfying the indicated inequality. 
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By (8.6), an equivalent formula is 
q*(f)=infq(f+ L (Xi((2i!O-!i). 
iEDO 
i*O 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3, we have the following result. 
Theorem 8.2. In order that J* be non-empty it is necessary and 
sufficient that q*(O) = o. 
Suppose this is the case. Let! E F be a given upper semi-continuous 
function on X. Then 
(8.7) 
and, moreover, there exists a measure 
(8.8) flO E J* with flo(f) = fl:'nax(f). 
Here, 
Remar k. The following is a different proof of the last assertion (8.8). 
Here, we assume again that J* is non-empty and that! E F is a given 
upper semi-continuous function on X. 
The proof will also show that, for each such !, the supremum in the 
special case (8.4) is even assumed by a measure fl E J which is ergodic 
with respect to the transformation T. 
Proof. We may regard J and J* as subsets of the dual O(X)* of 
O(X), (the latter with the supremum norm). Let us choose the topology 
in O(X)* as the so-called weak*-topology, that is, the coarsest topology 
such that, for each g E O(X), the mapping fl --+ fl(g) is continuous. The 
unit ball in O(X)* is compact, [12] p. 424, hence, by (8.2), J is a non-
empty compact and convex subset of O(X)*, and similarly J*. 
Since f is upper semi-continuous, we have, [8] p. 106, that the mapping 
fl --+ fl(f) of O(X)* into the reals is upper semi-continuous, thus, the sets 
{ fl E J* : fl(f) < fl:'nax(f) - ~ } , (n= 1,2, ... ), 
are relatively open in J*. It follows that the set 
is non-empty, proving (8.8). Clearly, the set V is compact and convex, 
hence, by the Krein-Milman theorem, [12] p. 440, V has at least one 
extremal point flo. But fl(f) « flo(f) for all fl E J*, thus, flO is also an extremal 
point for J*. In the special case J* = J this implies that flO is ergodic with 
respect to T. 
In applying (8.5) or (8.7), one needs to compute q(f) or q*(f), given 
the bounded upper semi-continuous function f on X. For f as an arbitrary 
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bounded function on X, let us introduce the quantities 
n-l 
An(f, x) = lin .L f(Tkx ), (n= 1,2, ... ); 
k~O 
ql(f) = sup inf An(f, x); 
(S.9) '" n 
ro n--+oo i~O 
n--+OO x 
The indicated limits are easily seen to exist. 
Theorem S. 3. One has for each f E F that 
Here, all the equality signs hold as soon as f E F is upper semi-continuous. 
Proof. By (S.5), we have flmax(f) =q(f) whenever f E F is upper semi-
continuous, hence, it suffices to prove the first assertion. Obviously, 
ql(f) <, q2(f) <, q3(f) , thus it remains to show that 
(S.IO) 
and 
(S.II) 
By the definition (S.9) of ql(f), one has 
infAn(f, x) <,ql(f) for each x EX. 
n 
Using the maximal ergodic theorem ([12] p. 670), one easily concludes 
that fl(f) <,ql(f) for each fl E I. By the definition (S.4) of flmax(f), this 
yields (S.IO). 
In proving (S.II), take B>O as a fixed number; by (S.6), the constant 
function of value q(f) + B is in f + F+. Hence, there exists a bounded function 
h on X such that, for all x EX, 
f(x) + h(x) - h(Tx) <, q(f) + B, 
thus, 
1 An(f, x) <, q(f) + B + - (h(Tnx) - h(x)). 
n 
By (S.9), this yields (S.II). 
Theorem S.4. Let f EO(X) be fixed. Then, given the real number 
(j, there exists a measure fl E I with fl(f) = (j if and only if 
(S.I2) p(f) <, (j <, q(f), 
where p(f) = - q( - I). 
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Moreover, one has p(f) = q(f) if and only if the limit 
n-l 
(8.13) lim lin ~ f(TkX)=IX(X) 
k~O 
exists for all x E X and, moreover, the limit function IX(X) is constant 
throughout X. 
We also assert that, in the latter case, the limit (8.13) is automatically 
a uniform limit. 
Remark. It is easy to construct examples where the limit (8.13) 
exists for all x but the limit function IX(X) is not constant. In such a case 
one necessarily has p(f) <q(f). 
Clearly, the set I consists of a single measure fl if and only if flmin(f) = 
= flmax(f) for all f E O(X), that is, p(f) = q(f) for all f E O(X). By Theorem 8.4, 
this is the case if and only if the limit (8.13) exists and is constant 
throughout X, for each f E O(X), a result due to OXTOBY [37] p. 124. 
Proof of Theorem 8.4. The first assertion follows from Theorem 
8.1 and the fact that the set of all values fl(f) constitutes an interval 
when fl ranges through the convex set I. 
Next, by f E O(X) and Theorem 8.3, 
n-l 
p(f) = lim inf lin L f(Tk X), 
n-+oo '" k~O 
n-l 
q(f)= lim sup lin L f(Tk X). 
n---*oo x k=O 
Hence, if p(f)=q(f) then the limit (8.13) exists uniformly for all x EX 
and is equal to q(f). 
Conversely, suppose that the limit (8.13) exists as a constant function 
IX, for all x EX. By the bounded convergence theorem, we have fl(f) = IX, 
for all flEI, thus, p(f)=q(f) by assertion (8.12). 
In the remaining part, we shall consider in some more detail the special 
case that X is a product space of the form 
where Gk is a copy of a given compact Hausdorff space G, (k=O, 1, ... ). 
Further, the transformation T in X will be taken as the shift transformation 
defined by 
k=O, 1, ... 
Here, a point x E X is regarded as a sequence X= (Xo, Xl, •.• ) of points 
Xk E G also called the coordinates of x. Clearly, T is an open and continuous 
mapping of the compact space X onto itself. In the present case, Theorem 
8.4 can be improved as follows from: 
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Theorem 8.5. Let 1 EO O(X) be given. Suppose that there exists a 
(real or complex) regular summation method 
A = (ank; n = 1, 2, ... ; k = 0, 1, ... ) 
such that the limit 
A-lim I(TkX)=ex(X) 
exists for all x EO X. Then p(f) =q(f). 
Proof. Put 
00 
gn(x) = I ankl(Tkx ), n=l, 2, .... 
k~O 
We are given that lim gn(x)=ex(x) exists for all x EO X. It suffices to prove 
that ex(x) is a constant function. For, afterwards, we have from the 
bounded convergence theorem that fl(f) = ex for all fl EO I, thus, p(f) = q(f) 
by assertion (8.12). 
Let s> 0 be fixed. Since X is compact and 1 EO O(X), we have by the 
definition of the product topology in X that there exists an integer r> 0, 
such that 
I/(x)-/(y)l<s whenever Xj=yj for j=O, 1, ... , r. 
Hence, 
I/(Tkx)-/(Tky)1 <s whenever Xj=yj for j=k, k+1, ... , k+r. 
Let Ao = 0, no = 0, and choose successively positive integers nl, AI, n2, A2, ... 
such that n.>nv-I, A.>Av-I +r and 
.4,,-1 00 
I lan.,kl <s, I lan.,kl <s. 
k~O lc~A. -r+1 
Thus, if x, y EO X are such that 
(8.14) 
then 
where 
00 
M = sup I lankl 
n k~O 
is a finite constant. In particular, 
lex(x) - ex(y) 1< 4sll/li + Ms, 
as soon as (8.14) holds for infinitely many y= 1,2, .... Given x, y EO X and 
choosing Z EO X such that 
we conclude that 
Zj = Xj for A.-I < j < A. and y even, 
=yj for A.-I <j <A. and y odd, 
lex(x) - ex(y) I < 2( 411/11 + M) s. 
Here, s> 0 is arbitrary, hence, ex(x) is a constant function. 
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An example of a function I E O(X) satisfying p(f) = q(f) = 0 would be 
00 
(8.15) I(x)= ! yj(cp(xo)-CP(Xj)), 
i~O 
where the Yj are given constants, EIYj! < 00, while cP denotes a fixed non-
constant continuous function on G. 
Let us put 
It -< 12 if and only if 12 - It E F+, 
where F+ is defined by (8.3). Since F+ is a convex cone, this defines a 
partial ordering (f -< I, while It -< 12 -< 13 imply It -< fa) which is invariant 
under addition and also under multiplication by a positive real number. 
One may write (2.7) and (2.8) as 
p(f)=sup {iX: iX -< t}, q(f)=inf {p: I -< P}, 
where iX and P range over the constant functions. Note that the property 
p(f) = q(f) = 0 merely says that - B -< 1-< + B for each constant B> O. It need 
not be true that either I >- 0 or 1-< 0, not even when IE O(X), as can 
be seen from the example (8.15) by taking the Yj positive and such that 
EjYj diverges. However, by Theorem 8.6, if IE O(X) depends only on 
finitely many coordinates then p(f) = q(f) = 0 is equivalent to 0 -< I -< O. 
Moreover, for IE F arbitrary, 0 -< 1-< 0 can only happen when f is of 
the form I=h-Th with hE O(X), (and h unique). This follows easily 
from the implication: 
hEO(X), h-Th>O~h constant. 
To prove this, let x, y E X be arbitrary but fixed, and define z(r) E X by 
(z(r»)j=Xj if j <r, 
=Yj-r if j>r, 
(r, j=O, 1,2, ... ). Clearly, z(r) -+ x in the topology of X, hence, 
h(x)=lim h(z(r») > lim h(Trz(r»)=h(y). 
In the sequel, we shall concern ourselves with the actual computation 
of q(f) in the special case that I E F depends on only finitely many coordi-
nates. In other words, there exists an integer r> 0 and a function g on 
the direct product 
(Gj a copy of G), such that 
(8.16) I(x)=g(xo, Xl, ... , xr) for all X EX. 
Theorem 8.6. Suppose that IE F is ofthe form (8.16), and consider 
the following properties (i)-(v), where P denotes a real constant. 
Assertion 1. The four properties (i)-(iv) are equivalent. 
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Assertion 2. If f is even upper semi-continuous then all the proper-
ties (i)-(v) are equivalent. Recall that in this case 
by Theorem 8.3. 
(i) q3(f) < fJ· 
ftmax(f) = qa(f) = q(f), 
(ii) There exists a bounded function h on X such that f<fJ+Th-h. 
(iii) There exists a bounded and Borel measurable function h on Gr 
such that 
(8.17) g(Xo, ... , xr)<fJ+h(XI, ... , xr)-h(xo, ... , Xr-l), 
for all points (xo, ... , xr) E Gr+1. 
(iv) For all sufficiently large integers n, n>p (say), we have 
(8.18) 
n-l 
lin L g(Xk, Xk+1, ... , Xk+r) <fJ, 
k~O 
as soon as the points Xo, Xl, ... , Xn+r-l in G are such that 
(8.19) Xj=XHn for j = 0, 1, ... , r-l. 
(v) We have 
(8.20) S g(xo,XI, ... ,xr)dft<fJ for each ft E1(r+1). 
G,+l 
Here, l(r+1) denotes the collection of all regular probability measures ft 
on Gr+l with the property that 
(8.21 ) S h(XI' ... , xr) dft= S h(xo, ... , Xr-l) dft, 
G,+l GT + 1 
for each function hE C(Gr). 
Proof. By (8.9), (ii) implies (i). Obviously, (iii) implies (ii). Further, 
(8.21) for all hE C(Gr) is equivalent to (8.21) for all bounded Borel measur-
able functions h on Gr, (compare the remark following (8.2)); hence, (iii) 
implies (v). 
Further, if ft E 1 is an invariant measure on X =Gro then its projection 
ft(r+1) onto Gr+1 satisfies ft(r+1) E l(r+1). Hence, by (8.16), (v) implies 
ftmax(f) < fJ· The latter is equivalent to (i) if f E F happens to be upper 
semi-continuous, see Theorem 8.3. 
It remains to prove that (i) =?- (iv) =?- (iii). First, let xo, ... , Xn+r-l be 
given points in G such that (8.19) holds. Define Xj for j>n+r by means 
of XHn=Xj (all j>O) and consider the point x=(xo, Xl, ... ) EX. By (8.9) 
and (8.16), 
mn-l n-l 
Amn(f, x)= limn .L g(Xk' ... , Xk+r) = lin .L g(Xk, ... , Xk+r), 
k~O k~O 
(m= 1, 2, ... ). Note that here the right hand side is independent of m. 
Using (8.9), we see that (i) implies (iv). 
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Next, suppose that (iv) holds. In proving (iii), one may assume that 
p>r and that r>l; (ifr=O then g(xo),,;;,fl throughout 0 and (8.17) would 
hold with h = 0). Let 
Y' = (Yo, YI, ... , Yr-l) E Or 
be fixed. For n>r and x' E Or, consider 
n-l 
(8.22) dn(x')=inf {fln- .2 g(~k, ... , ~k+r)}, 
k~O 
( - CXl";;' dn(x') < + CXl). Here, 
~j=Xj, ~n+j=yj for j=O, 1, ... , r-l, 
while the minimum is taken over all possible choices of ~r, ~r+l, ... , ~n-l 
in O. By (8.18), 
(8.23) dn(y') > 0, n>p. 
With each point x = (xo, Xl, ... , xr) E Or+l, let us associate the points 
X' = (xo, ... , Xr-l) E Or, X" = (Xl, ... , Xr) E Gr. 
Taking ~r=xr in (8.22), we have 
dn(x'),,;;, (fl - g(x)) + dn-l(x"), n>r+ 1. 
Consequently, the function 
(8.24) h(x') = inf dn(x'),,;;, inf dn(x'), 
( - CXl";;' h(x') < + CXl, x' E Or), satisfies 
h(x'),,;;, fl - g(x) +h(x"). 
If ever h(x") = - CXl then also h(x') = - CXl, hence, h(x') = - CXl throughout 
Or; this however would contradict (8.23). 
Consequently, h is a finite-valued function on Or satisfying (8.17). It 
is easily seen that the boundedness of g implies the boundedness of h. 
This proves (iii). 
Remark 1. If f and hence g is continuous then the function h in 
(iii) can be chosen as a continuous function, that is, h E O(Or). In fact, 
the function h defined by (8.22) and (8.24) is continuous as follows by 
the "uniform continuity" of g. 
Remark 2. In actual applications, property (iv) is probabJy the 
easiest one to verify. It would suffice to consider the case that the points 
X(k) = (Xk, Xk+b ... , Xk+r-l) E Or, 
(k=O, 1, ... , n), satisfy 
(8.25) 
Namely, using an induction on n, if X(i) =x(j) one could delete in (8.18) 
the terms with i,,;;,k,,;;,j-l. 
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In particular, if a is a finite set of N points then ar consists of Nr 
points and one needs to consider in (8.18) only the integers n with 
1 <,n<,Nr. For instance, if a={O, l} and f(x)=g(xo, Xl, X2) then q(f) is 
equal to the largest (and p(f) is equal to the smallest) among the SIX 
quantities 
gooo, glll, (gOlO + glOl)/2, (gOlO + glOO + gool)/3, 
(glOl + gOll + gllo)/3, (glOO + gOOl + gOll + gllo)/4, 
where gijk=g(i, j, k). 
Remar k 3. In connection with (8.20), let us mention that property 
(iv) is actually equivalent to 
(8.26) S g dfh <, (3, for each fh E @"(r+1)' 
Gr +1 
Here, @"(r+1) denotes a certain set of extreme points of the (weak*-) closed 
and convex set 1(r+1)' 
Namely, let n be any positive integer and let xo, Xl, ... , X n +r-1 denote 
not necessarily distinct points in a such that both (8.19) and (8.25) hold. 
Let fh denote the probability measure on ar+1 having mass l/n at each 
of the n distinct points 
k=O, 1, ... , n-l. 
Let @" (r+1) denote the collection of all the discrete measures fh on ar +1 
obtained in this manner. By (8.19), one has @"(r+1) C 1(r+)1. By (8.25), 
each fh E @"(r+1) is an extreme point of 1(r+1). It follows from Remark 2 
that condition (iv) is indeed equivalent to (8.26). 
As a final application, take a= {O, 1,2, 3} as the additive group of 
integers (mod 4). Consider a pair X o, Xl of identically distributed random 
variables taking values in a and satisfying 
with 1p as a given function on a. Let us determine the closed and convex 
set V of all possible pairs (a1, (2) of values 
We shall, for convenience, assume that 
(8.27) 
where 1pi=1p(i), (i=O, 1,2,3). 
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
(8.28) 
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Here, f denotes the continuous function on the product space 
X=Go X Gl x ... , 
(Gj a copy of G), defined by f(x) =g(xo, Xl) and 
g(xo, Xl) = a cos ~ Xo + b sin ~ Xo - C1p(Xl - xo). 
Further, a, band C denote real parameters, while f-lmax(f) is equal to the 
supremum ofthe left hand side of (S.20) (over I(r+1) , r= 1). By Theorem S.6, 
f-lmax(f) is also equal to the supremum ofthe left hand side of (S.IS), subject 
to the restrictions (S.19) and (S.25), thus, 1 ,;;;;n,;;;;4r=4. One finds in this 
way that 
f-lmax (f) = max (d j - c1pj). 
O~j~6 
Here, 
do=max(lal, Ibl) , d4 = (Ial + Ibl)/2, 
d l =d2 =d3 = 0; d5 =d6 =do/3, 
while 
Using (8.27), (which so far was not needed), one obtains that inf f-lmax(f) 
is equal to C 
[ 21pO d4 -1pl do -1p2 do ( 1po - 21pl -1p2) do] max 2 ' ---, . 1po -1pl 1po - 1p2 31pO - 21pl -1p2 
The last term does not contribute at all when T';;;; 0, similarly, the middle 
term when T;;> 0; here, 
One finally obtains, from (8.28), that (aI, (2) E V if and only if the 
corresponding pair 
satisfies a' + a" ,;;;; 1 and, moreover, 
(1pO-1p2)a"';;;;-1p2+(1pO-1pl+1p2)a' if T';;;;O, 
(31pO - 21pl -1p2) a" ,;;;; (1pO - 21pl -1p2H- (1pO + 1p2) a' if T;;> 0, 
respectively. 
In the special case where 1p(xo) = cos (n/2)xo one has 1po = 1, 1p2 = -1, 
1p1 = 1p3 = 0, T = 0, therefore, 
Un£l'ersity of Rochester 
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